This article presents the development of a power augmentation and rehabilitation exoskeleton based on a novel actuator. The proposed soft actuators are extensor bending pneumatic artificial muscles. This type of soft actuator is derived from extending McKibben artificial muscles by reinforcing one side to prevent extension. This research has experimentally assessed the performance of this new actuator and an output force mathematical model for it has been developed. This new mathematical model based on the geometrical parameters of the extensor bending pneumatic artificial muscle determines the output force as a function of the input pressure. This model is examined experimentally for different actuator sizes. After promising initial experimental results, further model enhancements were made to improve the model of the proposed actuator. To demonstrate the new bending actuators a power augmentation and rehabilitation soft glove has been developed. This soft hand exoskeleton is able to fit any adult hand size without the need for any mechanical system changes or calibration. EMG signals from the human hand have been monitored to prove the performance of this new design of soft exoskeleton. This power augmentation and rehabilitation wearable robot has been shown to reduce the amount of muscles effort needed to perform a number of simple grasps.
Introduction
Exoskeleton robots are a blend of human intelligence and machine power [1] . Typically, this means the force output of the human wearer is improved by the device. During recent decades researchers across the world have been seeking to improve this technology [2] . This has resulted in recent practical advances in the fields of mechanical design, electronic engineering, biomedical design and computerized reasoning. Exoskeleton robots are anticipated to play a critical part in the fields of rehabilitation, assistive mechanical technology and enhancing human performance [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Many exoskeleton robots have been created for different purposes with their own particular benefits and faults. An exoskeleton moves with the wearer and applies power to their joints to give them increased strength and stamina. They can also provide power assistance to elderly people who may have muscle weakness or struggle to control their limbs. These systems can also be used in rehabilitation to improve the ability of a disabled patient to control their limbs efficiently and independently.
Power augmentation and rehabilitation wearable robots (exoskeletons) must be: i) inherently safe, because they are in direct contact with humans, ii) lightweight, for easy use and portability, and iii), able to fit a person without extensive adjustment and calibration.
Unfortunately, traditional actuators and rigid, serial link manipulators are not well suited to these requirements. However, the relatively new fields of soft robotics have the potential to address these issues.
During the last two decades, power assist and/or rehabilitation robots have been attracting more interest [8] . Polygerinos, et al. [9] designed a power assisted glove for full finger assistance of the activities of daily living. The glove is manufactured from elastomeric and inextensible materials to be lightweight and to create soft actuators that conform to the patient's fingers and are able to apply enough force to the hand to create a grasp. A fluidic pressure controller dependent on a human users intentions is used to actuate and control the glove. Patient intention is detected by monitoring the EMG signals from electrodes placed on the forearm. Polygerinos, et al. [10] presented a soft glove to assist the rehabilitation exercises for functional grasp pathologies. The prototype employs soft actuators consisting of moulded elastomeric chambers with fibre reinforcements that produce suitable curvatures at finger joints under fluid pressurization. A closedloop controller is used to regulate the pressure inside the actuators. Another design of power assistive wearable glove was developed by Noritsugu, et al. [11] using two joint muscles for each finger except the thumb. Two curved actuators with different diameters are connected in series on the back of each finger, and the muscle with the smaller diameter is placed on terminal two joint of the finger and the bigger diameter one on the root joint, with each muscle provided by a split air supply. The advantage of this technique is the ability to control the finger joints separately and to provide more movement types for assistance and rehabilitation. Similar to this, a design with two joints for each finger has been demonstrated by Toya, et al. [12] ; but this device used soft materials moulded to create the bending type artificial muscles. The controller of this design depends on human intention as the input by using bending sensors attached to the muscles. In addition, the movements are divided into three modes (power grip, precision grip, and tip pinch) and the controller predicts the mode by matching the grasping angles with a stored database. A further design of hand power assistance wearable robot was developed by Kadowaki, et al. [13] . The design of this wearable robot is completely made of soft materials and features bending pneumatic muscle like actuators. Each muscle has two bladders, a rubber one and the other one a balloon covered by woven elastic. These muscles are placed on the back of the hand, one for each finger, except that the thumb has two muscles. PI controllers were used to decide the bending angles for the fingers, based on a bending sensor attached with each finger joint. Estimated timing is used to perform the release movement after the gripping movement. They tried to use the EMG signals to control the release movements, but they faced a problem due to the similarity between the EMG signals from the fingers and the wrist joint movements. Improvement of the controller algorithm of this robot has been achieved by [14] . A neural network controller is used (Self-Organizing Maps) to recognise the different EMG signals from the wrist and the fingers at release movement; but this method assumed the fingers and the wrist move independently (if the fingers are moving, the wrist is fixed, and conversely).
The 3D printed pneumatic soft actuators have also been used in rehabilitation devices such as the hand rehabilitation wearable glove proposed by Polygerinos, et al. [15] . The new soft actuators are formed from elastomeric materials and feature a network of pneumatic channels which create bending movements that are applied to the patient's fingers. The bending curvature and force response of these actuators was explored utilizing a finite element model (FEM) and geometrical analysis before they were assessed practically. Another 3D printed glove was presented by Yap, et al. [16] ; this exoskeleton has variable stiffness features to perform rehabilitation movements. The main drawback of this research is that they developed different actuators to provide each rehabilitation movement meaning the patient needed to replace the gloves actuators when converting to a different exercise mode.
One of the main problem of using soft actuators is in the mathematical modelling which is highly complex because of their nonlinear behaviour.
Pneumatic Muscles
One actuator which is potentially of use in the development of soft exoskeleton systems is the Pneumatic Artificial Muscle (PAM). Pneumatic artificial muscles vary from conventional pneumatic actuators and in this way can be utilized as driving components of portable, bionic, anthropomorphic and humanoid robots; physiotherapeutic and rehabilitation robots and also for the mechanization of industrial processes. Pneumatic muscle actuators can be considered as single-acting pneumatic actuators [17] .
One of the major drivers for researchers to develop and use pneumatic muscles is the performance similarity between them and organic muscles [18] [19] [20] . Tsagarakis and Caldwell [21] analysed these similarities as illustrated in Table 1 . The most common pneumatic muscle design is based on the McKibben muscle. Pneumatic artificial muscles have been used in many biologically inspired robots as well as in soft robots such as continuum robots [22] . As pneumatic muscles are constructed from soft materials, they have the capability to provide much safer interaction with humans than is possible with traditional rigid robots.
A pneumatic muscle consists of an internal elastomeric bladder surrounded by a woven braided shell. As the actuator is pressurised it experiences a liner change in length. Depending upon how the muscle is constructed it will either contract when pressurised (contractor muscle) or extend (extensor muscle). No single muscle is capable of both types of motion and contractor muscles have seen considerably more research than extensor muscles. As they produce linear contractions when pneumatic muscles are used to produce exoskeletons they must either be combined with a rigid serial link mechanism [19] or the actuators must be secured rigidly to the user [23] . Both of these approaches mean the systems cannot easily be adjusted for different users and the use of rigid structure reduce inherent safety. This paper proposes a novel form of pneumatic muscle which bends when activated. It is suggested that this actuator can be incorporated into a soft exoskeleton suit which envelopes the user like an item of clothing. When activated the suit will deform applying forces to the user's limbs causing their joints to flex. The paper first describes the construction of the new extensor bending pneumatic artificial muscle. A number of prototypes are developed and their behaviour assessed experimentally. A new mathematical model of the actuator is then developed and verified against experimental results. Unlike the bending actuator presented by Kadowaki, et al. [13] the novel bending muscle presented in this work is based on the McKibben muscle. Unlike Kadowaki's muscle the muscle used in this work converts radial pressure on the inside of the entire muscle into bending force giving greater force capacity. The muscle used in this work can also be used to a higher pressure than that reported by Kadowaki further increasing the force that can be generated. The new actuator is then demonstrated in first prototype of an exoskeleton glove for hand force augmentation and rehabilitation. The performance of this exoskeleton is examined experimentally.
Modelling Pneumatic Muscles
In addition to developing the novel bending pneumatic muscle; this paper attempts to model its behaviour. This required a detailed review of attempts model the behaviour of traditional extensor and contractor pneumatic muscles.
There are numerous modelling types for contracting PAMs [24] . However, there is currently no 100% accurate mathematical model for these actuators, because of their highly nonlinear behaviour, and the materials they are constructed from (latex or rubber) also show high hysteresis behaviour. Most previous models have concentrated on contracting PAMs and there is a lack of models for extensor PAMs and bending muscles [25] . Many methods have been used to create efficient controllers for these soft pneumatic actuators, but this effort is hindered by the lack of accurate mathematical models.
There have been numerous applications of PAMs demonstrated over the last 20 or so years covering many fields such as biorobotic, medical, industrial, and aerospace applications [26] .
Recently, there has been a considerable amount of research into the mathematical modelling of contraction PAMs. The purpose of modelling approaches is to create a mathematical relationship between the length of the PAM, the amount of pressure inside it, and the force it generates. These mathematical models depend on variable parameters such as applied pressure, axial force, length and diameter of the PAMs, as well as the properties of materials used. All these variables play a considerable role in the dynamic behaviour of the soft actuators. There is strong evidence of the non-linear behaviour of PAMs; thus, the major challenge is to build a robust controller for this [27, 28] . A classification of the most common and valuable mathematical models was made by [25] . Below are some types of mathematical modelling of contraction PAM.
Geometrical model of contraction PAM
The basic mathematical modelling approach was based on the geometric characteristics of PAMs. The models of Chou & Hannaford [29] and Tondu & Lopez [30] have been widely used. Chou and Hannaford's model was based on static features of the soft actuator; they assumed that the muscle is cylindrical in shape, ignored the extensibility of the threads in the sleeve, ignored the friction force between the sleeve and the bladder and between the threads of the sleeve, and ignored rubber bladder forces. Their model depends on the geometry parameters of the actuator such as the length of the actuator, the length of the strands used to form the braid, the number of times the strand circles the muscle and the angle between braid strands. Chou and Hannaford improved their model by adding a new parameter representing the sleeve and bladder thickness to reduce the error, but the error between the mathematical model and the experimental results was still 15-20%. According to Paynter [31] , a stretch of the actuator braided material is caused as a result of increasing muscle volume when input pressure is applied on fixed muscle length. Davis et al. [32] proved Paynter's theory by practical experiments; the results of these experiments showed around 5% increase in the length of the thread across the test range, and this increase depended on the applied pressure and the muscle length. The extension of the braid must be calculated to derive a valid mathematical model. Based on Doumit, Fahim, and Munro [33] , more realistic geometric measurements have been added to Chou and Hannaford's models. Chou and Hannaford assumed that the PAM is perfectly cylindrical, but actually there is a deformation at both ends of the muscle. Doumit et al. [33] assumed the deformation to be conical in shape at both ends and the middle part is a cylinder.
Contraction PAMs' phenomenological model
The axial output force of a PAM depends on the contraction ratio. Serres, Reynolds, Phillips, Rogers, and Repperger [34] suggested that this behaviour is similar to a combination of a spring, a damper, and a contractile elements placed together in parallel. These elements each had a mathematical model, and then they derived a new phenomenological PAM model depending on these models. Experiment verification was conducted and this model worked efficiently with an acceptable amount of error between the mathematical model and the experimental results.
Empirical model of contraction PAM
There is a functional similarity between a PAM and a mechanical spring because both produce a tensile force when attached to a load. For the spring force is produced by its material used to form it and for a PAM the force is a function of applied pressure. Based on this idea, Wickramatunge and Leephakpreeda [35] proposed a PAM model based on adding a new parameter to the mechanical spring model; this parameter is the gauge pressure inside the artificial muscle.
Curved contraction PAM model
There are numerous mathematical models for ordinary linear PAMs but there are no models for bending muscles like those proposed in this paper. However, Zhang, Yang, Chen, Zhang, and Dong [36] proposed two approximate models based on physics: the membrane and beam models for pneumatic muscles operating when curved around an object. These two models were used to control the joint torque of a wearable elbow exoskeleton.
Extensor Bending Pneumatic Artificial Muscles (EBPAM)
The proposed extensor bending pneumatic artificial muscles (EBPAMs) are based on linearly extending McKibben artificial muscles. These muscles are reinforced along one side keeping one side of the actuator at a fixed length. This means that when pressurised the new actuator does not extend in length but rather bends.
Development of the bending pneumatic muscle began with the experimental analysis of a series of extending pneumatic muscles. A prototype pneumatic muscle (M1) was produced which consisted of a rubber bladder with resting length 160 mm and diameter 10mm. This was encased by a braided nylon sleeve whose length was double that of the rubber and had a minimum diameter of 8 mm and maximum diameter of 18 mm. The muscle had two 3D printed terminals at either end, one closed and the other containing a small hole for the supplying of pressurised air. The rubber and braid were secured to the terminals using cable ties and the resulting actuator had an experimentally measured resting diameter of 18 mm; the same of maximum diameter of the sleeve. Fig. 1 shows the behaviour of the unloaded muscle under different supplied pressures. Due to the fact the braided sleeve was significantly longer than the rubber tube (meaning the muscle had a resting braid angle greater than 54.7°) an increase in the supplied pressure causes an increase in the muscle length i.e. the muscle is of the extending type. The length of muscle increases with increasing supplied pressure; the maximum increase in length was measured to be 68%. Fig. 2 illustrates the characteristic behaviour of extending pneumatic muscle relative to the supplied pressure. During operation, an axial compressive force is produced at the end of the actuator.
By reinforcing one side of the extending pneumatic muscle using a fixed length thread with a 500N breaking strength, as shown in Fig. 3 , the muscle is converted to a bending actuator. The thread prevents one side of the actuator from extending whilst the opposite remains free to extend when pressurised. The resultant difference in length of the two sides of the actuator mean it bends as seen in the figure. Fig. 3 shows the configuration of the EBPAM at four arbitrary but increasing pressures. It can be seen that one side of the actuator remains at a fixed length whilst the over side increases in length leading to bending of the actuator.
The bending angle of the proposed actuator increases with increasing supplied pressure and this relationship was explored experimentally. The pressure in the actuator was gradually increased and the angle of the remote end of the muscle relative to its initial position was measured. Fig. 4 illustrates the relationship between the supplied pressure and the bending angle of the proposed artificial muscle. 
Experimental Investigation of Extensor Bending Pneumatic Artificial Muscles (EBPAM)
To verify these finding two further EBPAMs, M2 and M3 were created which used the same end caps and bladder as the first muscle (M1) but used larger diameter braid, as can be seen in Table 2 . Larger diameter braid results in higher muscle force, so each muscle prototype generates a greater force that the previous. ) illustrates the relationship between the applied pressure and the actuator length for muscle M2 and M3 respectively before the reinforcing thread is added. It can be seen that in both instances the extending ratio is 68% which is the same as for M1. This is not an unexpected result as it is the braid length, not its diameter, which determines the muscles maximum extending. Fig. 5 (c) and (d) shows the relationship between the pressure and bending angle for M2 and M3 respectively. The relationship is broadly the same for all three muscle. Again and for the same reason, this is not an unexpected result. However, at high pressure, it can be seen that the results for the three muscle diverge. The reason for this can be seen in Fig. 5 (e) and (f) , as the muscle approaches maximum bending it collides with itself and the muscle becomes deformed. As can be seen, this problem is more significant for the larger diameter muscles.
This section has experimentally proven the operation of the EBPAM; the following sections will attempt to analyse its behaviour mathematically and develop a numerical model.
Kinematic Analysis of the Proposed EBPAM
The general geometry of a McKibben muscles is shown in Fig. 6 . The middle section of the muscle is perfectly cylindrical and the muscle has length L, diameter D and an angle between a single braided thread and the actuator's central axis . The braid is formed from many individual strands of entire length b which encircle the actuator n times.
An extensor muscles differs from a contracting muscle in that the resting length of the braid is significantly longer than the length of the bladder. This means the braid must be compressed (braid angle increased) to make it the same length as the bladder. This means that the muscle will have an unpressurised braid angle greater than 54.7° (the minimum energy configuration), when pressurised the braid angle will reduce in an attempt to reach the minimum energy state and this will result in extension of the muscle. The bending muscle is derived from the extensor one by reinforcing one side of the braid. This means that one side of the braid is always at its maximum value and cannot increase in length. When pressurise the increase in actuator length will only occur on the free side and this results in bending. From Fig. 6 the initial length of the actuator will be:
And the muscle diameter:
The analysis of the EBPAM is based on the following assumption: the muscle retains a circular cross-section during bending, the threads used to form the sleeve and reinforce one side of the muscle are inextensible, there is no friction force between the sleeve and the bladder and between the threads of the sleeve and there are not elastic forces within the bladder. Fig. 7 shows the bending muscle geometry, where is the muscle length on the reinforced side, is the length of bending muscle on the free side, is the curved muscle diameter, α is the bend angle of the muscle, is the inner radius and is the outer radius. The actuator length will be the average length:
The actuator diameter in relation to the inner and outer radius is given by:
Combining (1) with the equation for the length of an arc the following equations can be produced which describing the length the two opposite sides of the bending muscle:
The radius inside the curve is determined by the maximum braid angle( ), which is fixed as a result of the reinforcing thread, and the radius outside the curve is determined by the braid angle , which reduces as the muscle bends. Fig. 7 . Bending muscle geometry.
Unlike a traditional pneumatic muscle, the braid angle around the circumference of the bending muscle is not a constant. Instead the braid angle will decrease around the circumference from on the outside edge of the bend (point A in Fig. 8) to at on the inner edge of the bend (point B in Fig. 8 ). Each of these braid angles will have an associated muscle diameter as shown in Fig. 8 . If we assume that the muscle cross section forms a perfect circle, then the overall diameter will be the sum of the radiuses on the outside of the curve (r 1 ) and inside of the curve (r 2 ) as shown in Fig. 8 . Equation (2) can be used to determine the diameter of the bent muscle: Using the above information, it is possible to develop the kinematic equations of the bending muscle which describe the bending angle α, the radius of curvature and the length of the central axis of the muscle as follows:
By substituting Equation (4) in Equation (6):
Substituting Equations (5) and (6) in Equation (11) gives the following equation:
From Equations (12) and (5) we can derive the curvature angle as a function of and using the following equation: = cosθ − cos (13) Also, the actuator length can be determining by substituting Equations (5) and (6) 
Modelling the Output Force of the Proposed EBPAM
The previous section presented a kinematic analysis of the bending muscle. However, if the bending muscle is to be used in an application, it is important that its force generating behaviour is also understood. This analysis is performed using the theory of conservation of energy as was performed by Chou et al. [29] for a contracting pneumatic muscle.
The input work which occurs in the artificial muscle is in the form of applied air pressure which act on the inner surface of the actuator and leads to a change in actuator volume. This can be described by the following formula:
Where ′ is the internal absolute air pressure, is the environment pressure (103360 Pa on the day of testing), P is the relative differential air pressure, is the actuator inner surface, is the inner surface displacement vector, is the area vector, and is the actuator volume change. Based on the volume of a cylinder volume formula:
Therefore the curved actuator volume will be:
Where is the curved muscle diameter from Equation (10) and is the central curved muscle length from Equation (14) .
The output work done when the EBPAM bends is associated with an increase in actuator length as a result of the change in volume. This can be described by the following formula:
(18) Fig. 9 shows the EBPAM output force direction. Fig. 9 . EBPAM output force direction.
From the theory of energy conservation the change in input work is equal to the change in output work:
The output force can therefore be determined by combining (15) an (18) as follows:
Differentiating with respect to gives: 
and:
The final mathematical model of the proposed EBPAM output force results from substituting Equations (21) and (22) in Equation (20) 
Equation (23) relies values of which is particularly difficult to measure directly with a high degree of accuracy. However, equation (14) allows to be determined from the measured muscle length. As the length of the muscle is considerably easier to measure, in the experimental verification described in the next section the muscle length is measured and then calculated using (14).
Experimental Verification of Model
To validate this output force mathematical model of the bending muscles the three muscles (M1, M2 and M3), previously described, were again used. These muscles were each placed in a rig, which held them in an isometric configuration at a range of known bending angles, as can be seen in Fig. 10 . A load cell was mounted to the remote end of the muscle to allow actuator force to be measured and recorded to a PC. Fig. 10 . Test rig used to measure muscle force at a range of bending angles.
Each muscle to be tested was placed in the rig and then the pressure applied to it was increased from 50kPa to 500kPa in 50kPa increments and the force generated was recorded. The experiment was repeated at muscle bend angles of 90°, 135° and 45°. The experimental results along with the modelled data can be seen in Fig. 11 . Fig. 11 . The measured and modelled force output for muscles M1, M2 and M3 at 90°, 135° and 45° bend angle.
There is an obvious observable error between the experimental and theoretical results in the form of a relatively constant over estimation of each muscle's force output. For M1 the average error across all three bend angles was calculated to be 2.65N. This was determined by measuring the force error at each pressure value for each of the three bend angles and then taking an average of these values. This represents an error of 13.36% of the maximum force generated by the muscle. For M2 and M3 the average errors were 4.02N and 8.19N respectively. These values correspond to 14.95% and 19.13% of the maximum output force for the two muscles M2 and M3.
These errors are not unexpected as the model used is simplistic and does not consider energy losses within the muscle. However, the accuracy of the simple model is broadly similar to when the same approach has been used to model contracting pneumatic muscles [32] .
Enhancements to the Mathematical Model
From the previous section, it is clear that there is a considerable gap between the theoretical and experimental results. There are many factors which introduce energy losses in PAMs. One of these factors is the energy spend radially expanding the rubber bladder before it makes contact with the braided sleeve. Fig. 12 shows there is a certain amount of pressure needed to inflate the bladder tube until it comes into contact with the sleeve, and below this pressure the actuator output force will be zero [21, 37] . Fig. 12 . Pressure needed to inflate the bladder tube.
We will call this pressure needed to radially expand the bladder to make contact with the braid . To take into consideration this lost pressure effect, the active drive pressure for the actuator in the model (Equation 23 ) is replaced with the actual pressure where: Fig. 13 shows the experimental results obtained for for the three test muscles M1, M2 and M3. The results were obtained by pressurising the bladders and measuring their diameter as the pressure increased up to the point where the diameter was equal to that of the resting braid diameter. Fig. 13 . Pressure needed to inflate rubber. Tsagarakis and Caldwell [21] modelled the radial expansion pressure for their contraction muscle. Based on this model, we derived a new model of this lost pressure experimentally.
We represent the radial expansion pressure in the following equation:
Where is the actual bending muscle diameter and is the linearized radial actuator elasticity obtained from the experiment above [21] :
The final output force model of extensor bending muscles is given by the following equation: It is clear from the graphs in Fig. 14 that the average percentage errors are decreased by a considerable amount when using the new model. Table 3 illustrates a comparison between the previous errors and the new errors for all proposed bending muscles at bending angles of 90 , 135 and 45 .
Experimental Verification of Enhanced Model
Across the three bending angles the average percentage error for muscles M1, M2 and M3 were found to be 8.62%, 8.59% and 8.11% respectively. The percentage reduction in modelled error when P r was included was 35.48%, 42.54% and 57.61% for M1, M2 and M3 respectively. It is obvious, this enhancement stage reduces the error of high muscles diameters more than the muscles with small diameters because of we used the same bladder diameter for all muscles, then the muscle with bigger sleeve maximum diameter has the maximum lost of radial expansion pressure. 
Soft Glove
The application for the new bending extensor pneumatic muscle is in a soft power assist glove for force augmentation and rehabilitation. The main requirements of the glove are:
 Inherent safety -as it is in direct contact with a human user.  Lightweight -to allow portability.  Fast response -actuation speed must match that of the human user.  High force to weight ratio -to keep weight low.  Low/no calibration requirement -so system, can easily be used by multiple people.
One of the disadvantages of traditional exoskeletons is that they have discrete joints which must be correctly aligned with the user's joints [11, 16, 38] . Incorrect alignment can lead to injury and so adjustment and calibration is required when a different person uses the system. The main benefits of the bending muscle is that is does not have discrete joints, instead the entire actuator flexes. If the actuator is mounted to the back of a finger, when pressurised it will apply force to the entire rear of the finger resulting in bending at the joints. Based on this concept a soft force augmentation glove has been produced. The bending muscles are sewn onto the reverse of a leather glove as shown in Fig. 15 . Fig. 15 . The proposed soft glove with some rehabilitation movements Eight muscles are used, two muscles for the thumb, index and middle finger to increase force and single muscles on the ring and little fingers. The resultant soft glove has a weight of approximately 0.15Kg. The air supply to all the muscles is controlled by MATRIX 3-3 solenoid valves which are pulse width modulated to allow control of the airflow. In the experiment described below the glove is controlled in an open loop manner.
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the glove in simple force augmentation applications two grasping experiments were conducted both with and without the use of the glove. The experiments involved a user grasping a 0.5kg mass using a pinch grasp and a 1kg mass using a whole hand grasp.
During experimentation, the human test subject was fitted with EMG (Electromyography) sensors on their forearm. These were used to record the total muscle activity required to perform the grasping tasks. The results can be seen in Fig. 16(a) and 17(a) for the two grasps when the glove was not used. The subject then repeated the two tasks whilst using the glove. For the pinch grasp test the thumb and index finger actuators were pressurised to 300kPa and for the full hand grasp, all actuators were pressurised to 300kPa. The user's muscle activity was again recorded using EMG and the results can be seen in Fig. 16(b) and 17(b) . From the experimental results above it can be seen that for both grasps the peak voltage measured by the EMG sensors was less when the glove was being used. This indicates that, as would be expected, the user's muscles are required to be less active during the grasps when the glove is used, thus proving the force augmentation capacity of the system. The reduction in required muscle activity would in turn lead to reduced muscle fatigue for the user during extended grasping.
Conclusions
Human assistance innovation is essential in an increasingly aged society and one technology that may be applicable is exoskeletons. However, traditional rigid exoskeletons have many drawbacks. This paper has introduced a novel bending pneumatic muscle which can be used to develop soft exoskeletons.
The paper has described the construction of a bending pneumatic muscle which is based on an extending McKibben muscle. By reinforcing one side of the muscle to prevent extension a bending motion is produced when the actuator is pressurised. The paper has experimentally assessed the performance of the novel actuator and an output force mathematical model for the proposed actuator has been developed. This model relies on upon the geometrical parameters of the extending bending pneumatic muscle to determine the output force as a function of the input pressure. The model has been verified against experimental results for a range of actuator sizes.
To demonstrate the new actuators a soft exoskeleton glove has been produced. Extensor Bending Pneumatic Artificial Muscles were attached to the rear of each finger of the glove. Then pressurized actuators bend and apply forces to the rear of the fingers causing the finger joints to flex. By using EMG sensors to monitor a user's muscle activity, it has been shown that the glove reduces the amount of muscle effort needed to perform a number of simple grasps.
Future work will seek to improve the mathematical model further by considering other losses such as rubber bladder impedance, the friction between the bladder and the braided sleeve and the friction between the fibre threads in the braid. This will be done to enhance the mathematical model and decrease the average percentage error.
The glove described in this paper has only used open loop control. Future work will develop a new version of the exoskeleton which will include sensors such as bending angle sensors, tactile sensors and pressure sensors to capture the hand movement and create a feedback controller for the exoskeleton.
